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Abstract
Objective.The recently-introduced hypnodensity graph provides a probability distribution over sleep
stages per datawindow (i.e. an epoch). This work exploredwhether this representation reveals
continuities that can only be attributed to intra- and inter-rater disagreement of expert scorings, or
also to co-occurrence of sleep stage-dependent features within one epoch.Approach.Weproposed a
simplifiedmodel for time series like the onesmeasured during sleep, and a secondmodel to describe
the annotation process by an expert. Generating data according to thesemodels, enabled controlled
experiments to investigate the interpretation of the hypnodensity graph.Moreover, the influence of
both the supervised training strategy, and the used softmax non-linearity were investigated.
Polysomnography recordings of 96 healthy sleepers (ofwhich 11were used as independent test set),
were subsequently used to transfer conclusions to real data.Main results.Ahypnodensity graph,
predicted by a supervised neural classifier, represents the probability withwhich the sleep expert(s)
assigned a label to an epoch. It thus reflects annotator behavior, and is thereby only indirectly linked to
the ratio of sleep stage-dependent features in the epoch.Unsupervised trainingwas shown to result in
hypnodensity graph that were slightly less dependent on this annotation process, resulting in, on
average, higher-entropy distributions over sleep stages (Hunsupervised= 0.41 versusHsupervised= 0.29).
Moreover, pre-softmax predictions were, for both training strategies, found to better reflect the ratio
of sleep stage-dependent characteristics in an epoch, as compared to the post-softmax counterparts
(i.e. the hypnodensity graph). In real data, this was observed from the linear relation between pre-
softmaxN3predictions and the amount of delta power. Significance.This study provides insights in,
and proposes new, representations of sleep thatmay enhance our comprehension about sleep and
sleep disorders.

1. Introduction

Hypnodensity graphs (Stephansen et al 2018) have recently been proposed as generalized representations of
widely-used hypnograms in sleepmedicine.While hypnograms provide one of thefive sleep stages as defined by
the AmericanAcademy of SleepMedicine (AASM) (Berry et al 2012) for each 30 s epoch, a hypnodensity
graph reveals a probability distribution over thesefive stages, possibly at a higher temporal resolution aswell.
Given that hypnodensity graphs show additional information compared to hypnograms, they could give
insights in (yet) unexplained phenomena, and therefore have the potential to induce a paradigm shift in sleep
medicine.

Despite the clinical possibilities, hypnodensity graphs have not yet been used in clinical practice.We suspect
one important aspect to be themajor reason: while a hypnogram is typically created by a sleep expert that follows
the AASMguidelines, a hypnodensity graph is generally predicted using a computermodel. As a consequence,
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the exact relation between recorded data and the predicted probability distributions for each class (i.e. the
hypnodensity graph) remained unclear so far.

The proposedmachine learningmodel that predicts a hypnodensity graph (Stephansen et al 2018), is a
supervised neural classifier, of which thefinal softmax-activated outputs are considered the hypnodensity graph.
Earlier efforts from themachine learning community have already provided valuable insights about
interpretation of such softmax probabilities (Niculescu-Mizil andCaruana 2005, Goodfellow 2018); these
probabilities are known to reflect a probability distribution that coincides with the (expectation of a) decision
process of assigning one of the possible labels to a data point. Indeed, (Bakker et al 2022) confirmed that their
hypnodensity graphs, predicted by a supervised classifier, coincidedwith the scoring ambiguity present in the
polysomnography (PSG) dataset that was scored bymultiple scorers.

The authors that proposed the hypnodensity graph posed a similar conclusion (Stephansen et al 2018).
However, they also linked the probability for a certain sleep stage (e.g. probability forN3) to the amount of
evidence for this sleep stage that is present in the data (e.g. the proportion of slowwaves in an epoch)
(Stephansen et al 2018, page 4). The latter point of view elucidates upon an important implicit assumption that
wasmade by the authors. Namely the assumption that the hypnodensity graph provides an indication about the
sleep stagemixture distribution, whichwe define as the ratiowithwhich characteristic features of different sleep
stages are present in the epoch (see figure 1 for an overview about the relation between themixture distribution
and scoring ambiguity). If the aforementioned assumption holds, a hypnodensity graphmay provide insights
about local sleep phenomena (Nobili et al 2012), which exhibit characteristics of different sleep stages
simultaneously.

However, given that the hypnodensity graphwas also shown to reflect scoring ambiguity, it remains to be
questionedwhether co-occurrence of sleep stage-dependent features in an epoch is truly reflected in a
hypnodensity graph.Moreover, it has not been investigatedwhether or how the proposed supervised training
strategy and the use of the final softmax non-linearity affect the interpretation of the hypnodensity graph. The
contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:

• We formulate a simplified signalmodel and an annotationmodel (section 2) to study the relation between
recordings and annotatedAASM stages (i.e. the hypnogram), and its implications for the hypnodensity graph.

• Given the absence of knowledge about the sleep stagemixture distribution in PSGdata, we generate a synthetic
dataset according to the proposed signalmodel and annotationmodel, to systematically investigate the
interpretation of a hypnodensity graph, as a function of training strategy (supervised versus unsupervised) and
final non-linearity (pre- versus post-softmax predictions) (section 5).

Figure 1.Explanation of the concept of scoring ambiguity. A PSG is scored epoch-based according to the AASMrules. These rules
force the scorer to choose one sleep stage, but ambiguity remains within and across scorers due to epochs being ambiguous, or
additional sources that lead to scoring ambiguity (vanGorp et al 2022). This ambiguity gives rise to a label distribution for each epoch.
Icons relate to the ones used infigure 2 as well.
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• Wevalidate drawn conclusions from the synthetic experiments on real PSG recordings of healthy sleepers. To
this end, we compare hypnodensity graphs predicted under the same varying circumstances as in the synthetic
experiments, and validate that the effects of these factors are similar on real data (section 6).

2. Problem formulation andmodelling

Weaim to study the relation between rawPSGdata and a predicted hypnodensity graph to get a better
understanding of the interpretation of such a graph. A scored PSG recording has anAASM label annotation
scored to each epoch, however, no information is generally available about the ratiowithwhich sleep stage
dependent-features are present in an epoch, i.e. themixture distribution. As such, we introduce two (heavily
simplified)models that describe time series data and their relation to expert annotations (see figure 2). This
signalmodel (section 2.1) and annotationmodel (section 2.2) are used to generate synthetic data withwhich
experiments are done in a controlled setup, after which conclusions are linked to real PSGdata. Section 2.3
provides information on the hypnodensity-predictingmodel and its optimization.

2.1. Signalmodel
A typical PSG recording Î ´ ´X k ch W l( )  , with index k, contains time series of L=W× l samples (W number
of 30 s windows, each of l samples) from chnumber of channels (e.g.multiple EEG channels, EMG, and EOG).
Wemodel the data generation/measurement as a nonlinear generativemixing process ofC latent signals sc

k( ),
with 1� c� C, where each signal aggregates typical characteristics/features associatedwith a specific sleep stage
(or class).

In other words, each epoch is assumed to contain data which are a nonlinear spatial and temporal (over 30 s)
accumulation of characteristics that are typical for certain sleep stages. Givenfive AASM-defined sleep stages, we
assume these data to be generated fromC= 5 latent signals that each represent one sleep stage (seefigure 1).
Whenmanually scoring a PSGwindow, an expert (implicitly) determines howmuch of the visible features
belong to either of thefive stages (e.g. K-complexes belong toN2, delta waves belong toN3 etc). Based on rules (
i.e. the AASM standard), the final sleep stage in subsequently determined (more on this in section 2.2).

The amplitudes ac
k˜ ( ) of the latent signals aremodelled to vary over time, i.e. characteristics belonging to a

certain sleep stage can be fully absent in somemoments, while present (with a certain amount) at other
moments. The resulting signalmodel yields:

= *hX A S , 1k k k( ˜ ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )

where Î ´ ´S k C W l( )  contains the signals of all classes, Î ´ ´A k C W l
0

˜ ( )  contains the corresponding
time-varying amplitudes, ´ ´ ´ ´h: C W l ch W l  is a nonlinear spatialmixing function, and ∗ denotes an
element-wisemultiplication. The normalized amplitudes, that sum to one over theC classes at everymoment in
time, are denotedwithA(k). In the context of nonlinearmixing, these normalized amplitudes are also called
mixture coefficients. Figure 2 depicts the described signalmodel, and table A1 in appendix A summarizes the
introduced notations and symbols.

2.2. Annotationmodel
Sleep stage annotations are in clinical practice assigned to 30 s epochs of data.We denote thewth 30 s data
windowwith Î ´Xw

k ch l( )  , which is of length l= 30× fs, with fs the sampling frequency inHz. Analogously, we

define Î ´Aw
k C l

0
˜ ( )  and Î å =´A A: 1w

k C l
c w

k
0{ }( ) ( ) , being the unnormalized, respectively normalized,

amplitudes of themixed signals in thewindowwith indexw.

Figure 2.The data are assumed to originate from a signalmodel, while labels are generated from a generative annotationmodel. The
signalmodelmodels all channels as a nonlinearmixture of some implicit (or hidden) classes that each characterize one of the sleep
stages. The annotationmodel converts the contribution of each of these classes to one selected sleep stage. Due to ambiguity in expert
annotations, we know that scoring is a stochastic process, whichmay bemodelled as a conditional label distribution perwindow.
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A sleep expert assigns a label y
w

k( ) to a PSGwindow bymeans of an (internal) decision process. Despite the
aimof the AASM rules to standardize this process, both inter- and intra-rater variability exist (Rosenberg and
VanHout 2013, Younes et al 2016). This scoring ambiguity can be caused by inherently ambiguous epochs (see
figure 1), and the stochastic nature of human decisionmaking (vanGorp et al 2022). Tomodel this stochastic
decision process, wemodel each expert annotation as a sample from a label distribution, being a probability
distribution over sleep stages, that is conditioned upon themixture coefficients of the characteristics belonging
to these stages. Omitting the (k)-superscript for readability, this conditional label distribution yields:

t s
t

= µtyp X A
A

; log avg exp
log avg

, 2w w l w
l w⎧

⎨⎩
⎫
⎬⎭

( ∣ ) { ( )}
( )

( )

whereστ denotes a tempered softmax functionwith temperature parameter t Î 0 , and avgl( · ) returns the
average over l samples. In the following, we use the one-hot embedding of labels, and therefore redefine the
domain of a label to: Îy 0, 1

w
k C{ }( ) , with =y 1

w
k∣ ∣( ) . Figure 2 depicts the described annotationmodel.

For τ= 1, the probability of selecting a class is linearly related to themixture coefficient of that class. On the
other hand, when τ→ 0+, the distribution becomes degenerate (i.e. one-hot) and the ‘sampling’ process
becomes fully deterministic. Thismodels the (unrealistic) scenario where all epochswould be unambiguous
since all experts would always assign the same label to a given epoch, and inter- and intra-rater variability would
not exist. For 0< τ< 1, the distribution’s entropy is lowered (compared to τ= 1), and classes with a high
mixture coefficient are selectedwith a higher probability than denoted by their contribution to themixture,
while classes with lowermixture coefficients are selectedwith a lower probability.

This latter setting (i.e. 0< τ< 1)models sleep staging according to the AASM standard, inwhich nonlinear
decision boundaries are used (see figure 1). For example, when aK-complex is detected, thewindow should in
any case be classified asN2, even if only, say, 60%of thewindow shows characteristics that belong toN2.
Similarly, if at least half of thewindow shows features related toWakefulness, thewindow should be assigned the
Wake label. Parameter τ can thus be seen as a slider for the amount of scoring ambiguity that is present in the
labelled dataset (high τ implies high ambiguity).

Note that in practice, an expert selects a sleep stage directly given the rawdata. Though, the processes of
disentangling the rawdata into characteristics that describe various sleep stages and selecting themost
appropriate sleep stage, can be considered an implicit processes that takes place during decisionmaking.

2.3.Hypnodensity-predicting neural network
Stephansen et al (2018) propose to use a supervised neural classifier to predict a hypnodensity graph fromPSG
data. To this end, a classifiermodel pm, parameterized by θ, makes a conditional prediction of class probabilities:

Î =y y: 1
w

k C
w

k
0ˆ { ∣ ˆ ∣ }( ) ( ) , given some input data Xw

k( ).Model parameters θ are optimized bymaximizing the log-

likelihood of the expert labels, using a training set of yX ,w
k

w
k( )( ) ( ) -pairs that approximate the data-generating

distribution pd( yX, ). The optimization problem yields (omitting all k- andw-super/subscripts for clarity):

q q

q

=

=
q

q

y

y y

p

p p

X

X X

argmax log ;

argmin D ; , 3

yp X, m

KL d m

d
{ ( ˆ∣ )}

{ ( ˆ ( ∣ )∣∣ ( ˆ∣ ))} ( )

ˆ ( )*

where yp X,d̂ ( ) is the approximation of the true data-generating distribution, andDKL is the Kullback-Leibler
(KL)-divergence between the empirical conditional data distribution yp Xd̂ ( ∣ ) and the conditional distribution as
trained by themodel qyp X;m ( ˆ∣ ) (Goodfellow 2018, ch. 5). The full derivation of equation (3) can be found in
appendix B.

TheKL-divergence between two discrete probability distributions P andQ, bothwithC classes, is defined as
follows:

å=
=

P Q P
P

Q
D log , 4

c

C

c
c

c
KL

1

( ∣∣ ) ( )

and isminimizedwhen both distributions perfectlymatch. In other words, the probabilistic predictions of the
supervisedmodelmimic the conditional probability over the classes, as defined in the dataset used for training
themodel. The above statement only holds under the assumptions of having independent data points, and using
amodel that has enough capacity tominimize the aforementionedKL-divergence. On the other hand, when
designing amodel with toomuch capacity, overfitting happens and theKL-divergence is perfectlyminimized, at
the cost of generalizability to unseen data.

We design the hypnodensity-predictingmodel as a feedforward neural network that comprises a
convolutional encoder (including four LeakyReLU-activated 1D convolutional layers, with pooling and
dropout layers in between) and a nonlinear classifier, similar to themodel proposed by Stephansen et al (2018).
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The convolutional encoder converts a data window Xw
k( ) to a latent representation: = Îz XEncw

k
w
k F( )( ) ( )  , with

F the number of features in the resulting embedding.
A standardmulti-class classificationmodel subsequentlymaps each embedding to class predictions between

0 and 1, with a total sumof 1 over the classes. It takes the form s= +y z bW
w

k
w

kˆ ( )( ) ( ) , with trainable parameters

Î ´W C F , and Îb C , andσ the softmax function. In case of having a classification goal (i.e. when aiming for
an automated sleep stage classifier), the largest entry of the softmax outputs is conventionally selected. In
contrast, Stephansen et al (2018)propose to omit this last step, and directly use the softmax output y

w
kˆ( ), being

the predicted hypnodensity graph of recording k for windoww (i.e. y kˆ( ) entails the full hypnodensity
graph belonging to recording k). Appendix Cprovidesmore details regarding themodel architecture and
training procedure.

3.Datasets

Scored epochs from aPSGmeasurement comewithout information regarding the underlying sleep stage
mixture distribution in that epoch. As such, directly assessingwhether information from themixture
distribution is visible in the hypnodensity graph is hampered. Neither can the effect ofmodel design choices on
this aspect be researched. As such, wefirst generate a synthetic dataset (section 3.1), according to the proposed
signalmodel and annotationmodel from section 2, which enables controlled experiments. Conclusions drawn
in the synthetic setup are, thereafter, validated on real PSGdata. These data are described in section 3.2.

3.1. Synthetic data
Wecreated a synthetic dataset according to the signalmodel as introduced in equation (1), and generated each
channel in X(k) as a nonlinear combination of a set of (C= 3) independent classes, where each class represents a
(fictitious) sleep stage. The signal corresponding to each class was generated as a sinusoidal signal of 90min
(discretized at 100Hz), with a class-dependent frequency range, a randomphase, and an amplitude that is
described by a smoothened squarewave, such that it smoothly varies between 0 and 1 over time. The varying
amplitude thus represents the presence (with a certain amount) or absence of characteristics belonging to a class.
We generatedK= 200 random ‘recordings’, whichwere split into a training, validation and a hold-out test set of
sizes 75, 25 and 100, respectively. Figure 3 shows an example from the test set, with normalized amplitudes (or
mixture coefficients) on the left, and the corresponding unnormalized amplitudes on the right. Annotations
were generated by sampling from the label distribution, as provided in equation (2). AppendixD.1 provides
additional details about the generation of this dataset.

3.2. Polysomnography data
Weused a dataset of nocturnal video-PSG recordings of 96 (60F, age= 36.0± 13.6) healthy sleepers
(AppendixD.2 provides the definition of ‘healthy sleeper’ in this work), that were recorded according to the
AASMrecommendations (Berry et al 2012) in SleepMedicine Center KempenhaegheHeeze, TheNetherlands.
Annotations were created by visual sleep staging onwindows of 30 s, performed by an experienced and certified
sleep technician fromSleepMedicine Center Kempenhaeghe. From the full PSG recordings, we selected EEG
(F3/F4, C3/C4,O1/O2), chin EMG (Chin1/Chin2), and EOG (E1/E2)derivations, since these are typically
used formanual AASM scoring aswell. Since the EEG and EMGderivations contain redundancy among the left
and right hemisphere, the odd and evenmeasurements of all subjects were added as separate recordings to the
final dataset4. For simplicity, the two EOG recordings were split in a similar fashion, even though these

Figure 3.A sequence from the synthetic test set. Left: the normalized amplitudes that sum to one and serve as themixture coefficients
of the signals belonging to the three classes. Right: the corresponding unnormalized amplitudes of the three generated signals over
time.

4
EEG recordings of the left and right hemispheres are denotedwith odd, respectively, even numbers in the international 10–20 electrode

positioning (Kryger et al 2011).
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recordings can not be considered fully redundant. As an example; channel data Î ´ ´X k W l5( )  , where k, e.g.
refers to the even recording of one of the subjects, thus contained the F4, C4,O2, E2, andChin2 derivations.We
randomly split theK= 96× 2 recordings in a training (K= 150), validation (K= 20) and hold-out test set
(K= 22), while ensuring that the even and odd recording of the same patient were assigned to the same subset.
The validation set was used to determine the iteration to stop the training of themodel (i.e. at the iterationwith
the lowest validation loss), and to tune hyperparameters. The hold-out test set was used to evaluate themodel’s
performance on unseen data. appendixD.2 providesmore details about the dataset and the applied
preprocessing.

4.Methodology

Using the synthetic data, we investigate whether the hypnodensity graph contains information regarding the
mixture distribution in an epoch, or only displays the scoring ambiguity (see figure 1 for the difference). To this
end, wefirst introduce twometrics, which are discussed in section 4.1. Second, the effect of the final nonlinear
softmax activation, which is defined in section 4.2, is analysed. Third, to investigate the influence of supervised
training on the interpretation of the hypnodensity graph, supervised training is compared to unsupervised
training of themodel. Themethodology for unsupervised training is explained in section 4.3.

4.1. Evaluating hypnodensity graphs
Ahypnodensity graph yields a (normalized) probability vector for each epochw. As such, we can (in the
synthetic setup) use theKL-divergence (see equation (4)) as ametric to compare this distributionwith both the
normalized amplitudes Aw

k( ), and the label distribution yp X
w

k
w
k

d̂ ( ∣ )( ) ( ) used to generate corresponding labels for
supervised training. In the synthetic setup, we explicitly defined this conditional label distribution according to
equation (2), thus ty yp pX X ;

w
k

w
k

w
k

w
k

d̂ ( ∣ ) ≔ ( ∣ )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .We define the following twometrics:

å
=

y y yp
K

p XD
1

median D , 5
k

K

w w
k

w
k

w
k

KL d
1

KL d( ˆ ∣∣ ˆ) ≔ { ( ˆ ( ∣ )∣∣ ˆ )} ( )( ) ( ) ( )

å
=

y y
K

A AD
1

median D avg , 6
k

K

w l w
k

w
k

KL
1

KL( ∣∣ ˆ) ≔ { ( ( )∣∣ ˆ )} ( )( ) ( )

wheremedianw computes themedian over theWwindows.

4.2. Pre- versus post-softmax predictions
Thefinal activation function used in the hypnodensity-predicting network is the softmax functionσ, which
converts unconstrained predictions Îyw

C˜̂  to normalized probabilities Î =y y: 1w
C

w0ˆ { ∣ ˆ ∣ } :

s= =
å

y y
y

y

exp

exp
.w w

w

c w

ˆ ( ˜̂ )
˜̂

˜̂

The effect of the non-linearity as introduced by using a softmax function as afinal activation, is investigated by
comparing pre-softmax predictions to post-softmax (i.e. hypnodensity) predictions. If the (implicit)model of
real PSGdata and its annotations indeed resemble the proposedmodels from sections 2.1 and 2.2, we
hypothesize that the pre-softmax predictions havemore tendency than the post-softmax counterparts, to reveal
the (unnormalized) contributions of sleep stage-dependent characteristics in an epoch, i.e. themixture
distribution.

Due to the unnormalized nature of the pre-softmax predictions, KL-divergences can not be computed on
these unnormalized vectors.Moreover, given that the sleep stagingmixture distribution is also unknown in real
PSGdata, we seek an additional approach to draw conclusions about the two different type ofmodels and their
pre- and post-softmax predictions. It is known that slowwave power (positively) relates to the depth of sleep
(Kryger et al 2011), and the AASM selection criterion for scoringN3 is based upon the amplitude of these slow
waves (Berry et al 2012). As such, we can use the slowwave power as a surrogate for the contribution of the
deepest sleep phaseN3, to the totalmixture of characteristics belonging to different stages. To this end, we
compare the four predictions (i.e. (un)supervised and pre- versus post-softmax) forN3, to the amount of slow
wave (0.5–2Hz) power in the frontal EEG lead (F3 or F4).

4.3. Supervised versus unsupervised encoding
Lastly, we compare the fully supervised setting, where themodel is trained using input-label pairs, to a setting in
which the full encoder is trained in an unsupervised fashion. A supervised classifier (with its design as described
in section 2.3) is subsequently trained on the resulting ‘unsupervised embeddings’, while freezing the encoder’s
parameters.
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For unsupervised training of the encoder, we leverage Contrastive Predictive Coding (CPC) (Oord 2019), a
recently proposed framework for self-supervised contrastive learning, which has already been found useful to
model EEGdata (Banville et al 2020). The contrastive learning paradigmhas shown to be able to invert the data-
generating process, even in case of nonlinearlymixed signals (Hyvärinen et al 2018, Zimmermann et al 2021),
andmodels slow features (Oord 2019), i.e. slowly varying data characteristics like the normalized amplitudesA
in our signalmodel. As suchwe hypothesize that a classifier trained on the unsupervised embeddings will have
more tendency tomake predictions that are related to themixture coefficients, than a fully supervisedmodel,
whichwillmore likely depend on the distribution of expert’s annotations.

CPC leverages contrastive learning, which builds upon the idea to teach themodel that ‘similar data points’
should be embedded closely together, while ‘dissimilar data points’ should be repelled. In the framework of
CPC, a similar data point (or positive sample) is defined as a future embedding, with respect to a current causal
embedding (i.e. incorporating past information aswell). Negative samples, on the other hand, are drawn from a
randommoment within or between (i.e. from a different) recordings.We usewithin-subject sampling, and
randomly draw three negative samples per positive sample. Set ¢p

k( ) contains the embeddings of these three
negative samples, and is renewed for every data point and in every training iteration.We define
  È ¢ +zp

k
p

k
w p≔ { }( ) ( ) , which contains both the negatives and positive embedding. The unsupervised CPC
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withP= 10 the number of futurewindows, zw the current embedding, zw+p the future embedding at indexw+p,
and Î ´Vp

F F a trainablemapping between both embeddings. In the following, we refer to themodel which’s
encoder is trained usingCPC, and a subsequent classifier is trained supervised, as the unsupervised orCPC
model.

5. Results on synthetic data

This section describes the results on synthetic data (see section 3.1). The synthetic setup enables analyses on the
hypnodensity predictions, while knowing the ground-truth signal and labelmodel, which are absent in real data.

5.1.Hypnodensity graph predictions
We start with an empirical investigation of the post-softmax (i.e. hypnodensity graph) predictions of the
supervisedmodel. To this end, four supervisedmodels were trainedwith labels that had been generated from
label distributions as given in equation (2), with varying values of t = +0 , , , 11

4

1

2
{ } (higher τ implies higher

scoring ambiguity). Table 1 shows the twoKL-divergencemetrics, as introduced in equations (5) and (6) (one
model per row). Note that the label distribution equals the normalized amplitudes for τ= 1.

For all values of τ, it can be seen that the KL-divergence with the label distribution is lower (or equal, for
τ= 1) thanwith the normalized amplitudes, implying that the softmax outputs havemore tendency to reflect
the label distribution, than the data-characteristic as captured in themixture distribution (i.e. the normalized
amplitudes of the signals belonging to the different classes). Figure 4 visually compares the prediction of a
random test case example, to the normalized amplitudes, for τ→ 0+ (a), and t = 1

4
(b). Again it can clearly be

seen that themodel aims tomimic the label distribution. The difference between the label distribution and the
normalized amplitudes becomesmore apparent for lower values of τ (figure 4(a)), i.e. when the labelling process
becomes less ambiguous.

We additionally cross-compare themodel predictionswith label distributions with varying values for τ.
Figure 5 shows a heatmap of these results, inwhich the x-axis denotes the value of τ of the distribution from
which labels were drawn during training, and the y-axis indicates this value during evaluation. The heatmaps
shows that themodel predictions indeed aligns best with the label distribution thatwas used during training
(seen from the dark green diagonal). The results in this section are all in linewith the optimization problem that
is beingminimized; equation (3) showed that a supervised classifier that is trained by likelihoodmaximization
mimics the conditional label distribution.

5.2. Pre- versus post-softmax predictions.
Figure 6(a) shows the nonlinear effect of thefinal softmax activation in a supervised neural classifier, trained
with label distributions with varying values of τ. The x-axis denotes the pre-softmax predictions per class, while
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the y-axis denotes the corresponding post-softmax prediction. Each dot represents one epoch of one recording
from the test set.

It can be seen that the pre-softmax input range, and therewith the softmax non-linearity increased for lower
values of τ used during training themodel.Mainly in case of deterministic/unambiguous label selection (i.e. for
τ→ 0+, when the label distribution has zero entropy; top row), the softmax tended to push the class
probabilities to zero or one. For τ> 0, i.e. when labelling is ambiguous and follows a stochastic process, the
softmax outputs are not anymore pushed towards such binary decisions (middle and bottom row). The effect of

Figure 4.The normalized amplitudes (top), label distribution (middle) and supervisedmodel prediction (bottom) of a representative
sample from the synthetic test set. Predictions ofmodels, trainedwith label distributions with (a) τ → 0+, and (b) t = 1

4
are shown. It

can clearly be seen that the predictions depend on the value of τ, i.e. the amount of scoring ambiguity, and have the tendency to follow
the corresponding label distribution.

Figure 5.Cross-comparison of KL-divergences (in log-scale) between label distributions p(y|X; τ)with varying τ during evaluation,
andmodels trainedwith different values of τ. Lower is better.

Table 1.KL-divergence betweenmodel predictions ŷ and the normalized amplitudesA, and conditional label distribution pd̂, respectively,
formodels trainedwith labels drawn from p(y|X; τ) for varying τ (each row is onemodel). TheKL-divergencewith the label distribution is
lower thanwith the normalized amplitudes, implying a bettermatch of the formerwith themodel prediction.

τ ypDKL d( ˆ ∣∣ ˆ) yADKL( ∣∣ ˆ)

0+ 6.4e-2 2.1

1/4 8.3e-3 9.8e-2

1/2 6.9e-3 4.1e-2

1 9.5e-3 9.5e-3
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the softmax activation in a supervised classifier thus depends on the annotation ambiguity in the dataset,
expressed here as the entropy of the generative label distribution. In real PSGdata, this entropy corresponds to
the amount of sleep staging ambiguity in the dataset.

To illustrate thatmainly the softmax activation has a large influence onmimicking the label distribution
with the post-softmax predictions, the pre-softmax predictions for one test set example are plotted infigure 6(b),
for themodel trainedwith label distribution p(y|X; τ→ 0+). Indeed, even though the post-softmax predictions

weremimicking the label distribution (aswas seen fromfigure 5(a)), the pre-softmax predictions y k˜̂ ( ) are
(moderately) resembling the unnormalized amplitudes, and thusmight contain information regarding the
mixture distribution.

5.3. Supervised versus unsupervised encoding
Table 2 shows theKL-divergencemetrics of the (post-softmax) hypnodensity graph predictions of the
unsupervisedmodel. This KL-divergence is, for all values of τ, lower with respect to the normalized amplitudes
A, thanwith the conditional label distribution pd̂. This implies that the unsupervisedmodel, in contrast to the
supervisedmodel (for which the results were opposite, see table 1), makes a prediction that is closer to the
normalized amplitudes than to the label distribution. Figure 7 shows the predictions for τ→ 0+ (a) and t = 1

4
(b) for the same test set example as for which the supervised predictionswere shown infigure 5. It is clearly
visible that the unsupervisedmodel’s post-softmax prediction is less dependent on the value of τused for
training the classifier, compared to the supervisedmodel. This can be explained by the fact that the classifier is of
low capacity (only a linearmappingwith a softmax activation), such that it is unable to perfectlyfit the label
distribution. As a result, the predictions are closer to data-characteristics (i.e. themixture distribution), rather
than label-characteristics.

5.4. Interaction effect between softmax and (un)supervised training
Infigure 6(a) it was already shown that the final softmax activation of the supervisedmodel operated in a
different regime, dependent on the value of τ used during training themodel. Figure 8(a) shows that this effect
wasmuch less apparentwhen training the full encoder unsupervised. Note that the range of the x-axis in the top-
row is now equivalent to the this range in themiddle and bottom row,while these ranges highly differed for the
supervisedmodel (seefigure 6(a)). The pre-softmax predictions of the unsupervisedmodel seem to be slightly
closer to the true unnormalized amplitudes, as seen fromfigure 8(b), compared to this prediction of the
supervisedmodel, as seen infigure 6(b).

6. Results on polysomnography data

Results on synthetic data showed that hypnodensity graphs predicted by a supervised neural classifier revealed
label characteristics, i.e. the generative label distribution. In the context of sleep recordings this corresponds to
predicting the probability that an epochwould have been labelled as one of the different sleep stages, by the
expert(s) that labelled the dataset used for training themodel.Mainly the nonlinear softmax activationwas
shown to play a large role in creating a hypnodensity graph that displays the label distribution. The pre-softmax
predictions, on the other hand, seemed to reflect data characteristics, i.e. the unnormalized contributions of the
different classes in themixture distribution, thanks to the lack of nonlinear conversion from the softmax

Figure 6. (a)The pre-softmax predictions (x-axis, per class) are highly nonlinearly related to the post-softmax predictions (y-axis) for a
supervisedmodel with τ→ 0+ in the label distributions used for training (top); the softmax pushesmost class predictions towards
0 or 1.When trainingwith a non-degenerate label distribution (i.e. τ > 0), the softmax outputs are less discrete (middle, bottom).
(b)The pre-softmax predictions (for τ → 0+) (bottom) showdynamics thatmoderately resemble the unnormalized amplitudes (top).
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normalization. This effect seemed evenmore apparent for the unsupervisedmodel thanks to the lower influence
of labels during training. In this sectionwe perform similar experiments on real PSGdata, and compare the
effects to the aforementioned conclusions from the synthetic setup.

6.1.Hypnodensity graph prediction by a supervisedmodel
Figure 9-middle shows an example of a hypnodensity graph from a representative recording of the test set,
predicted by the supervisedmodel. For reference, the top row shows the hypnogram as annotated by the sleep
technician. Additionally, figure 10 plots the pre- versus post-softmax predictions for all epochs of all recordings
in the test set, separated per sleep stage. From the synthetic case it was seen that for τ→ 0+, the softmax operated
in a highly nonlinear regime for the supervisedmodel (see figure 6(a)), which caused non-smooth boundaries at

Figure 7.The normalized amplitudes (top), label distribution (middle) andCPCmodel prediction (bottom) of a representative sample
from the test set of the synthetic dataset. Predictions forwhich the classifierwas trainedwith label distributions with (a) τ → 0+, and

(b) t = 1

4
are shown. The predictions aremuch less influenced by the value of τ, as compared to the supervisedmodel, displayed in

figure 5, and therefore showmore tendency to predict the normalized amplitudes.

Figure 8. (a)Using unsupervised encoding, the operating range, and thus the nonlinear effect of the softmax function is almost
independent of the value of τ used in the label distribution during training the classifier. (b)The pre-softmax predictions (for τ→ 0+)
(bottom) showdynamics that slightly better resemble the unnormalized amplitudes (top) than the pre-softmax predictions of the
supervisedmodel (shown infigure 6(b)).

Table 2.KL-divergence with the normalized amplitudesA (i.e.mixture coefficients) and the label distribution p(y|X; τ) for encoders trained
usingContrastive Predictive Coding, and classifiers trainedwith labels drawn from label distributions with varying temperature values τ
(each row is onemodel). Allmodels show a lower KL-divergencewith themixture coefficients thanwith the label generating distribution.
For τ = 1, the two are equivalent, hence the equivalent KL-divergences.

τ ypDKL d( ˆ ∣∣ ˆ) yADKL( ∣∣ ˆ)

0+ .21 6.3e-2

1/4 5.2e-2 4.7e-2

1/2 5.1e-2 4.0e-2

1 4.2e-2 4.2e-2
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class transitions (see figure 5(a)). Figure 10, on the other hand, shows amore smooth effect of the softmax non-
linearity for real PSGdata, which implies that the implicit label distribution in our training dataset was non-
degenerate (i.e. τ> 0). In other words, the expert labels were assignedwith a certain amount of ambiguity, which
is in linewith the known imperfectness ofmanual sleep stage scoring (Younes et al 2016). It should thus be
realized that a hypnodensity graph, predicted by a supervisedmodel, only exhibits non-abrupt sleep stage
transitions thanks to the fact that sleep staging is ambiguous, and the label distribution (or scorer assessment
distribution as called by Stephansen et al (2018)) exhibits non-zero entropy thanks to the presence of inter- and
intra-rater disagreement.

6.2. Supervised versus unsupervised hypnodensity graphs
In the synthetic setup, unsupervised training, as opposed to supervised training, was found to provide
‘hypnodensity graphs’ that exhibitedmore information about themixture distribution in the epoch (figures 5
versus 7). Figure 11(a) plots the hypnodensity graph probabilities of the supervisedmodel against those of the
unsupervisedmodel, sorted per sleep stage, for all epochs in the test set (each dot denotes one epoch). The
histograms on the axes of the scatter plots show that the general distributions look very similar, however given
the present off-diagonal scatter points it can be seen that differences do exist between the hypnodensity graphs
predicted by bothmodels. This difference in predicted probabilities was also reflected in average entropy of
probabilities for all epochs in the test set, whichwas found to beH= 0.29± 0.04 for the supervisedmodel, and
H= 0.41± 0.06 for the unsupervisedmodel.

Qualitative differences between the hypnodensity graph predicted by the unsupervisedmodel
(Figure 9-middle), and the one predicted by the supervisedmodel (figure 9-bottom) can indeed be noted,
although the general trend looks similar, of which some are indicated by the red bars between both plots. For
example, low amounts ofN2 orN3were sometimes predicted by the unsupervisedmodel, while the supervised
counterpart did not show these low contributions. Occasions where the hypnogram showed rapid transitioning
behavior (e.g. around 6.2 h), were characterized by high entropy predictions from the unsupervisedmodel,
while the supervisedmodel predicted a lower-entropy butmore time-varying distribution over sleep stages.
These rapid changes in predictions of the supervisedmodel possibly reflect the fact that themodel was trained

Figure 9.The hypnogram as annotated by a sleep technician (top), and predicted hypnodensity graph by the supervised (middle) and
unsupervisedmodel (bottom). The general trend looks similar, but differences are visible (indicatedwith the red bars), e.g. the
unsupervisedmodel in general shows smoother transitions. Note that the unsupervisedmodel does not just predict a smoothened
version of the supervised prediction: hard transitions (e.g. at 1.2 h) can still be predicted aswell.

Figure 10. Scatter plots that plot the pre-softmax against the post-softmax predictions for the supervisedmodel. Each dot is an epoch
from the full test set. Given the smooth shapes themanual sleep staging processmust have exhibited sleep stage scoring ambiguity (i.e.
τ > 0).
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using the annotated hypnogram that also contains these (discrete) switches between sleep stages. Despite the
more smooth prediction by the unsupervisedmodel, note that it is still able to predict abrupt transitions aswell
(e.g. at 1.2 h), so it can not simply be considered a smoothened version of the supervised prediction.

Figure E1(b) in appendix E shows the pre- versus post-softmax scatter plots per sleep stage of the
unsupervisedmodel, which show similar dynamics as the ones from the supervisedmodel (as visualized in
figure 10 andfigure E1(a)). In the synthetic setupwe found that similar looking plots for bothmodels were only
found in case τ> 0 (i.e. when scoring ambiguity is present). As such, given the resemblance of the plots between
bothmodels, it confirms our earlier observation that the label distribution in our PSGdataset exhibited scoring
ambiguity (i.e. it is non-zero entropy), facilitating non-zero entropy hypnodensity graph predictions by the
supervisedmodel. Finally, even though automatic sleep staging using hypnodensity graphs is not the goal of this
research, some additional analyses on classification performance of bothmodels are presented in appendix F.

6.3. Interaction effect between softmax and (un)supervised training
Todive further into the effect of supervised training on the hypnodensity graphs, we plot both the post-softmax
probabilities and pre-softmax predictions of both the supervised and unsupervisedmodel against each other in
figures 11(a), and (b), respectively.We already observed a difference between the probabilities predicted by both
models. Interestingly, the pre-softmax predictions showed to bemuch better linearly aligned between the
models, but due to the difference in range, the nonlinear effect of the softmax operated differently, resulting in
slightly different hypnodensity graphs. Based on earlier conclusions on synthetic data, the difference between the
hypnodensity graphs of bothmodels is expected to be caused by the fact that the unsupervisedmodel is less
influenced by the annotations and therefore hasmore tendency to show attributes of the sleep stagemixture
distribution.However, information about thismixture distribution is expected to be evenmore present in the
pre-softmax predictions, whichwill be investigated in the next paragraph.

6.4. N3 prediction versus slowwave power
Figure 12(a) plots both pre- and post-softmax predictions forN3 of bothmodels against the slowwave power for
all epochs in the test set. It can clearly be seen that, for bothmodels, the pre-softmax prediction better follows a
linear relationwith the slowwave power, than its post-softmax counterpart. Figure 12(b) depicts the pre/post-
softmax predictions forN3 from the unsupervisedmodel, and slowwave power over time, for the same
recording as depicted infigure 9. This figure clearly shows how the softmax outputs of the unsupervisedmodel,
despite beingmore continuous/smooth than the supervised predictions, still tended to follow theN3
annotations (in grey), whereas the pre-softmax outputs better captured the continuity of deep sleep.

Note the tails infigure 12(a)-top, where a low value forN3was predicted, while high slowwave powerwas
computed. A recheck confirmed that these tails were not caused by a low-qualitymeasurement for one of the
patients in the test set, but was present formultiple patients. A possible explanation can be that low-frequency
content, slightly above 0.5 Hz (i.e. included in the slowwave range), entered the spectrumduringwake episodes
as a consequence ofmovement artifacts. Figure 12(b) indeed showed this effect at 3.7 h, where high slowwave
powerwas present, but the datawere annotated as wake (seen from the hypnogram infigure 9-top).

Figure 11. Scatter plots that compare the post-softmax (a), and pre-softmax (b) predictions of the supervised (y-axes) and
unsupervisedmodel (x-axes). Each dot is awindow from the full test set. The pre-softmax predictions of bothmodels seembetter
aligned, than the post-softmax hypnodensity graph predictions.
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7.Discussion

In this work, we researched the interpretation of the recently proposed hypnodensity graph of a PSG recording
(Stephansen et al 2018), being a probability distribution over sleep stages throughout the night.We investigated
whether such a graph purely reflects scoring ambiguity, or whether it also contains information about the sleep
stagemixture distribution in an epoch, being the ratio of sleep stage-dependent features that are present.We,
moreover, analysedwhether the answer to this question depended on training strategy and/or the effect of the
nonlinear softmax function.

We proposed a synthetic dataset that comprised nonlinearlymixedmeasurements of signals belonging to
different classes, analogous tofictitious sleep stages, labelled according to a conditional label distribution (see
sections 2.1 and 2.2). Of course these data are simplified and subject to design choices, possibly hampering full
generalizability to real PSGdata. Nevertheless, similarities between the results on the synthetic case and real PSG
datawere found, validating our proposed signal and annotationmodels. In the following, wewill discuss the
conclusions of this work and futurework.We,moreover, provide a future perspective on the use of
hypnodensity graphs in the sleep clinic.

7.1.Discussion of results
Both theoretical analyses (section 2.3 and appendix B) and empirical evidence (section 5.1) showed that a
hypnodensity graph, predicted by a supervised classifier, reveals the probabilities withwhich an epochwas
assigned to either of the classes by the expert(s) that annotated the dataset used for training themodel. This
finding is in linewith earlier observations that stated that the hypnodensity representation resembled the inter-
rater disagreement acrossmultiple scorers that annotated the PSGdataset (Stephansen et al 2018, Bakker et al
2022). Nevertheless, one should take into account that a supervised classifier onlymimics the label distribution
under the assumptions that the themodel is evaluated on a test dataset that entails the same statistics as the
training set, and that themodel exhibits the ‘right amount’ of capacity. In otherwords,models that are evaluated
on an out-of-distribution dataset, ormodels that are too small exhibit a large amount of epistemic uncertainty
(vanGorp et al 2022), which increases the average entropy of the hypnodensity graph.On the other hand, a
model that has toomuch capacity has the tendency to over-fit on the training set and becomes over-confident,
creating a lower-entropy hypnodensity graph. In themachine learning community, suchmodels are known as
uncalibratedmodels (Guo et al 2017,Ulmer andCinà 2020). Given the relatively simplemodel architecture as
used in this work, and the fact that overfittingwas not observedwhen comparing the training and validation log-
likelihood during training, we assume ourmodel was not uncalibrated.

Given the fact that the supervisedmodel did predict non-zero entropy hypnodensity graphs (seefigure 9-
middle), it can be concluded that the (implicit) label distribution inour datasetwas non-degenerate (i.e.τ> 0, or
in otherwords; our experienced sleep technician assigned labels in a non-deterministic fashion, i.e. with
ambiguity). This conclusion is in linewith thefinding thatmanual sleep staging yields intra-rater disagreement
(Younes et al 2016). It can thus be concluded that a supervisedly-predicted hypnodensity graph is able to exhibit
smoothness across sleep stages (and therefore reveals additional informationwith respect to a hypnogram), thanks
to the inter- and intra-rater disagreement of sleep expert(s) that annotated the dataset. This is interesting, as scorer
disagreement is generally considered anegative consequence ofmanual scoring,while a hypnodensity graph,

Figure 12. (a)The frontal EEG slowwave power against the predicted pre-softmax values (top), and post-softmax probabilities
(bottom), over the full test set. The pre-softmax predictions correspondmuch better with slowwave power for bothmodels. (b)
Illustrative example that shows the pre- and post-softmax predictions over time for the unsupervisedmodel. The grey lines indicate
windows that were annotated asN3. The pre-softmax prediction better follows the continuity of slowwave power.
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predicted by a supervised classifier thus actually requires it. It is, however, important to realize that the strong label-
dependency of the supervisedly-predictedhypnodensity graphmay result in research conclusions that are strictly
reliant on the expert annotations thatwere used in the specific study. In otherwords, whendrawing conclusions
about sleepdisorders bymeansof a supervisedly-predicted hypnodensity graph, researchersmaynotwant to rely
onone dataset that is annotated by, e.g. inexperienced scorer(s), as itmight highly influence the graphs.

Predicting a hypnodensity representation using an unsupervisedly-trained encoder, followed by a
supervised classifier, on the other hand, was shown to be less dependent on the amount of ambiguity across the
expert annotations in the dataset (modelledwith τ in this work, and shownon synthetic data). This was
explained by the fact that only the low-capacity classifiermay be influenced by these, while the full encoderwas
trainedwithout their availability. The unsupervisedly-predicted hypnodensity graphs on real PSGdata exhibited
higher entropy, as compared to these graphs predicted by the supervisedmodel. Thisfinding again implies a
lower dependency of the unsupervisedmodel on the hard/discrete expert annotations, as opposed to the
supervisedmodel. Unsupervised training thus seems a reliable strategy to acquire a hypnodensity graph that is
less influenced by the exact amount of ambiguity in the scorings of the specific dataset, as compared tomodels
that that are trained in a supervised fashion. An additional advantage of unsupervised training, is the fact that it is
less label-hungry. The full encoder can be trained on large unlabelled datasets, where after the classifier can be
trained on a relative small labelled dataset.

When considering the difference between pre-softmax and post-softmaxmodel predictions, the following
findingwasmade. Both for the synthetic and real dataset, it was shown that the pre-softmax predictions of both
the supervised and unsupervisedmodels revealed continuous data dynamics related to themixture distribution,
whichweremore smooth over time than their post-softmax counterparts. On real PSG data the pre-softmax
predictions for deep sleepN3were shown to correspondsmuch better to the slowwave power, than their post-
softmax counterparts. This finding informs us that we can not simply assume that the hypnodensity
graph displays the amount of evidence present in an epoch for each of the sleep stages, as suggested by
Stephansen et al (2018). It does, however, display the label distribution, which is thus likely a nonlinear reflection
of the sleep stagemixture distribution. As such, if one is interested in themixture distribution of an epoch, i.e.
the ratio of the amount of characteristic features per sleep stage, considering the pre-softmax predictionsmight
bemore valuable as it does not include the nonlinear softmax conversion.However, the value of a pre-softmax
class prediction at one point in time, has no direct physical interpretation, nor relativemeaningwith respect to
other stages due to the unnormalized nature. Nevertheless, itmay contain clinically relevant informationwhen
considering the interplay of these pre-softmax predictions over time or across classes.

7.2. Futurework
Despite the fact that the largest part of the unsupervisedmodel was trainedwithout expert annotations, and the
supervised classifier only exhibited low capacity, a difference was still found between pre- and post-softmax
predictions of thismodel. This difference taught us that the low-capacity classifier still pushed the post-softmax
predictions of theCPCmodel towards the label distribution.When interested in the sleep stagemixture
distribution, it was thus seen that the pre-softmax predictions would bemore suitable to consider, but theywere
alreadymentioned to be unnormalized. This finding opens up a new research direction, inwhich onemay
investigate howCPC/unsupervised embeddings can bemapped toAASMclasses, without relying (again too
much) on the labels during classifier training.

For the supervisedmodel,Stephansen et al (2018) observed amore smooth hypnodensity representation
when usingmemory, implemented as a long short-termmemory cell, as part of themodel. Addition of such
memory is expected to have a similar effect on both supervised and unsupervisedmodels, and therefore
hypothesized to not change the drawn conclusions. Still, as suggested by Stephansen et al (2018), it will likely
improve smoothness of the hypnodensity graphs of bothmodels, whichmight be desirable in certain
circumstances. Note, however, that this smoothing propertymay hamper visibility of rapidly-changing patterns,
whichmight be a biomarker of certain sleep disorders.Memory should therefore be usedwith caution.

In this research, we used a convolutional encoder to extract features in a data-driven fashion. Automatic
feature extraction, as opposed tomanual feature extraction, has the advantage ofmaking amodel sensor-
agnostic. In otherwords, when using other type of sensors, amodel can be retrained, but does not require new
design considerations.We did not investigate the influence of using such automatic feature extraction in this
work.Moreover, the influence of design choices like the data window length (whichwas fixed to 30 s), and the
number and type ofmeasurement channels usedwas also not considered here. The former is, however, not
expected to change the drawn conclusions regarding interpretability of hypnodensity representations, but using
smaller windowsmight facilitate research to local sleep phenomena as the predictionswould suffer less from
temporal aggregation of data. Regarding the number of channels,Krauss et al (2020)depicted (supervised)
hypnodensity graphs, predicted fromone EEG channel only, and showed that these plots did not drastically
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differ dependent on the chosen channel. However, visual inspection revealed that their single-channel
hypnodensity graphs yielded higher entropy than the presented (supervised)hypnodensity graph in this work
and by Stephansen et al (2018). Since conventional ICA requires at least a number ofmeasurement channels
equal or larger than the number of sources to be revealed, itmight be expected that the number of channels fed to
amachine learningmodel that (implicitly) performs (nonlinear) ICAunder our signalmodel,may affect the
hypnodensity graph as well. Research that compares hypnodensity graphs, predicted fromone ormultiple
channelsmight therefore be useful, especially with an eye upon the raising trend of consumer electronics for
measuring sleep that tend to incorporate fewer sensors channels than the conventional PSG recording.When
not only the number of channels is compromised, but also themeasurementmodality is altered, the drawn
conclusions should be takenwith care. Themeasured signal(s) should in all cases contain features that allow
discrimination between the different sleep stages. If such information is not present in the given sensing
modality, wemay expect hypnodensity predictions that exhibit near-to uniformprobability distributions over
the classes, providing low amounts of actual information.

7.3. Clinical implications of hypnodensity graphs
Asmentioned in the previous section, certain factors and design choicesmay be expected to influence the
hypnodensity graph.Only once the community fully understands the influences of such choices on a predicted
hypnodensity graph, wemay start thinking about standardizing this sleep representation into the clinic.

Wedo foresee several use cases for hypnodensity graphs. First, using themover hypnograms has the advantage
of being less dependent on the specific choicesmade byone sleep expert. Givennon-perfect agreement that occurs
bothwithin and across human scorers, ambiguity about sleep stages always exists. This ambiguity is, however, not
reflected in a hypnogram,while a hypnodensity graph, on the other hand, does show it andmay, therefore,
provide additional insight about the PSG recording of the patient and its (ambiguous) relation toAASM labels.

Second, a hypnodensity graph could be used as a decision support system for sleep experts that score a
hypnogram. In this situation, it is good to realize that the ambiguity that the hypnodensity graph exhibits,may
not in all cases be taken away by the expert. This is the case because the probabilities that are visualized actually
display the amount of ambiguity the expert(s) (on average)would have about this epoch (at least when themodel
is evaluated on a PSG recording from a patient that resembles the training population). Nevertheless, the expert
is forced tomake a choice, whichmight give us the (possibly false) impression that thefinal choice is the ‘ground-
truth’ sleep stage with 100%certainty, while in reality the same expert could possible have selected a different
sleep stagewhen you had asked at anothermoment in time (Younes et al 2016). For the interested reader, a
further discussion on sources that can be the underlying cause of this effect can be found in vanGorp et al (2022).

Third, given the fact that the hypnodensity graph is likely a nonlinear reflection of themixture of sleep stage-
dependent features in an epoch, itmay be valuable for research about patient populations that suffer from local
sleep phenomena or sleep-wake dissociations (Nobili et al 2012). It was already shown to exhibit different
patterns for patients with narcolepsy, as compared to healthy controls (Stephansen et al 2018). Nevertheless, it
should thus be taken into account that there is no one-to-one relation between the actual sleep stagemixture
distribution in an epoch, and the predicted hypnodensity graph.

Independent of the final use case of hypnodensity graphs, it is important to note that amodel that is aimed to
be clinically validated for predicting the graphs, should be trainedwith a dataset that includes a wide variety of
different patients and disorders. In this workwe only considered healthy sleepers, andwemade a random sub-
split into a training, validation and test set, therewith not taking into account equal age ranges or gender balance
across the three sets.Moreover, the corresponding hypnograms should be scored by different experts to prevent
biased predictions. In this workwe used a dataset that was scored by one sleep expert only.Wewould, thus, like
to stress that steps still need to be taken towards clinical validation of hypnodensity-predictingmodels. This
work is solely the start towards a better understanding of this new representation of sleep.

8. Conclusion

In this work, we investigatedwhether the recently-proposed hypnodensity graph (Stephansen et al 2018) of a
PSG recording only displays the scorer assessment distribution, or also exhibits information on co-occurrence
of sleep stage-dependent characteristic features in an epoch. The following conclusions could be drawn: a
hypnodensity graph, predicted by a supervised neural classifier, reveals the label distribution fromwhich sleep
stageswere (implicitly) drawn/assigned duringmanual sleep staging by the sleep expert(s) that annotated the
dataset. In other words, it reflects the ambiguity of a humandecision process of assigning AASM labels. It,
therefore, is a representation of sleep, which is highly dependent on the amount of the expert scoring ambiguity (
i.e. the value of τ in ourmodel). A hypnodensity graph predicted by an unsupervisedmodel, on the other hand,
was shown to be less dependent on this amount of ambiguity, andmight therefore provide amore robust
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hypnodensity graph. Potentially clinically-relevant information on co-occurrence of sleep stage-dependent
features in an epochwere shown to be only nonlinearly present in the hypnodensity graph due to the final
nonlinear softmax activation (both for supervised and unsupervised training). The pre-softmax class
predictions, on the other hand, showed to have amore linear relationwith the sleep stagemixture distribution.

This work opens up new research directions regarding the effect of the number of channels, usedwindow
length, andmodel design choices on both supervised and unsupervisedmodels that predict hypnodensity
graphs.Moreover, biomarkers in both pre- and post-softmax predictionsmight be searched for that distinguish
different patient groups.
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AppendixA. Symbols andnotations

Table A1 shows themost used symbols and notations, as used in this work.

Appendix B.Multi-class likelihood optimization

Likelihoodmaximization of amulti-class classificationmodel, is equivalent tominimizing theKL-divergence
between the empirical conditional data distribution yp Xd̂ ( ∣ ) and the conditional distribution as trained by the
model qyp X;m ( ˆ∣ ). Herewe derive this equivalence.

Using themonotonicity and translation invariance of the argmax and argmin-functions, we can rewrite
equation (3) as follows:
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TableA1.Themeaning and domain of the symbols used in this work that are related to data and their annotations.

Symbol Domain Meaning

C  Number of classes, indexedwith 1 � c � C

W  Number of non-overlapping 30 swindows in a recording, indexedwith 1 � w �W

K  Number of recordings, indexedwith 1 � k � K

l  Number of samples in one 30 s window

L ≔W × l  Number of samples in one recording

ch  Number of recording channels

X(k) ´ ´ch W l All data of recording k

Xw
k( ) ´ch l 30 s datawindowwith indexw of recording k

S(k) ´ ´C W l Signals ofC classes of recording k

sc
k( ) L Signal belonging to class c for recording k

A k˜ ( ) ´ ´C W l
0 Unnormalized amplitudes of classes in recording k

A(k) å =´ ´ A: 1C W l
c

k
0{ }( ) Normalized amplitudes of classes in recording k

Aw
k˜ ( ) ´C l

0 Unnormalized amplitudes of classes inwindoww of recording k

Aw
k( ) å =´ A: 1C l

c w
k

0{ }( ) Normalized amplitudes of classes inwindoww of recording k

ac
k˜ ( ) L Unnormalized amplitudes of class c in recording k

ac
k( ) L Normalized amplitudes of class c in recording k

Y(k) {0, 1}C×W One-hot embeddings of expert class labels of recording k

yw
k( ) {0, 1}C One-hot embedding of expert class label forwindoww of recording k

y kˆ( ) å =´ y: 1C W
c

k
0{ ˆ }( ) Post-softmax predictions of recording k

yw
kˆ( ) å =y: 1C

c w
k

0{ ˆ }( ) Post-softmax prediction forwindoww of recording k

yw

k˜̂ ( ) C Pre-softmax prediction for windoww of recording k
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AppendixC. Encoder architecture and training details

The architecture of the encoder followed standard practice in supervised classificationmodel design
(Goodfellow 2018). Enc( · ) comprised three consecutive blocks, where each block containd a 1D temporal
convolutional layer, activated by a LeakyReLU (negative slope of 0.01), followed by a 1Dmax pooling layer, and
finally a dropout layer (p= 0.1). After the third full block, a fourth 1D convolutional layer was added, followed
by average pooling that reduced the temporal dimension to size 1, creating a 1D embedding of size F. All
convolutional layers had a bias term, and used strides and dilations of 1. The number of channels differed for the
real data (16, 32, 64, 128) versus synthetic data (4, 8, 16, 32) setup, to account for the higher complexity of real
data. The used kernels were of size (15, 9, 5, 3) for the four convolutions, and themax pooling layers used kernels
of size 5 (with stride 5).

In order tomake the fairest between supervised and unsupervised training (see section 4.3), we kept both
the parameter initializations and the encoder’s design equivalent for both strategies (except for the dropout
rates in theCPC encoding trained on synthetic data, for which lower values appearedmore beneficial:
(0.1, 0.0, 0.0)).

All supervisedmodels were trained using the categorical cross-entropy (or negative log-likelihood) loss, in
batches of 128 training pairs. Unsupervised encodings were trainedwith theCPCobjective as given in
equation (7), and batches of size 64. TheAdamoptimizer with default settings (Kingma andBa 2014)was used in
all experiments, with a learning rate of 1e-4 formost experiments. Only the supervised classifier, andCPC
encoding on synthetic data were trainedwith learning rates of 1e-3 and 5e-4, respectively. Allmodels were
maximally trained for 500 iterations, where one iteration defined one push trough of each datawindow in the
training set. The classifiers trained after CPC encoding, weremaximally trained for 100 iteration. In each
experiment, themodel with the lowest validation loss wasfinally selected. All experiments were runwith the
same seed for randomization.

AppendixD.Datasets

D.1. Synthetic data
To create a synthetic dataset, the signalmodel as introduced in equation (1)was used. Each channel (ch= 3) inX
wasmodelled as a nonlinear combination of a set of (C= 3) independent signals, where each signal represented a
(fictitious) sleep stage. The data of ‘recording k’was defined as = *hX A Sk k k( ˜ )( ) ( ) ( ) , where Î ´ ´A k C W l

0
˜ ( ) 

are the unnormalized amplitudes of recording k, and Î ´ ´S C W l the corresponding signals.
Each signal sc

k( ) was generated as a (discretized) sinusoidal signal, with a frequency between fc− 0.5 and
fc+ 0.5 Hz, a randomphase, and an amplitude ac

k˜ ( ) that is described by a smoothened squarewave (sw).More
specifically, for each k, we defined three independent signals, with cä {1, 2, 3}:

p p=
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with u[a, b] being a realization of a uniform randomvariable between a and b, and {f1, f2, f3}= {2.5, 6, 11}Hz.
Each signal’s lengthwas L= 5.4e5 samples, sampled at a frequency of fs= 100 Hz, resulting in a ‘recording’ of
5400 s, therebymimicking the length of one average sleep cycle.

The (unnormalized) amplitude ac
k˜ ( ) of the cth signal of subject k, was defined as:


=

Fn

n

a n
Hanning sw n;

Hanning
, D2c

k˜ [ ]
[ ]

∣ ∣
( )( )

wheree denotes a convolutional operator, n = u Lf, s
1

20

1

4⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ is the length of the appliedHanningwindow, and

the squarewave’s parameters are given by F = = =Lperiod , sampling_freq{ = =f , duty_cycle , phases
1

2

p = =u u2 0, 1 , min _value , max _value , 1 .1

100

1

2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦[ ] }
From the earlier definition ofX(k) it can be seen thatmixing function h( · ) is independent of k, i.e.

‘recording’-independent. This results in a simplified but validmodel, since certain sleep stage characteristics are
in practice alsomeasuredmore in certain channels than in others for all subjects (e.g. slowwaves aremainly
recorded in the frontal EEG electrodes). Only small deviations—resulting from inter-patient differences—are
not captured by choosing one shared setting. For brevity, we define *as a sc c

k
c

k≔ ˜ ( ) ( ) here.We defined the
nonlinearmixing in h( · ) as:
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Wefinally generatedK= 200 random ‘recordings’, whichwere split into a training, validation and a hold-
out test set of sizes 75, 25 and 100, respectively. Figure 3 shows an example from the test set, with normalized
amplitudes (ormixture coefficients) on the left, and the corresponding unnormalized amplitudes on the right.
From the rightfigure it can be seen that the heights, phases, and the steepnesses of the amplitudes differ per
signal, caused by the injected stochasticity in the data generating process. As a result of this stochasticity, we see
that at anymoment zero to three class signals stagesmight co-exist. Absence of characteristics belonging to any
of the sleep stages,might in practice occurwhen electrodes become disconnected.

D.2. Polysomnography data
Weused a dataset of nocturnal PSG recordings, collected as part of theHealthbed study, which’smain aimwas
development of technologies for sleep analyses. The study prototcol (W17.128)was approved by themedical
ethics committee ofMaximaMedical Center, Veldhoven, TheNetherlands. The dataset includes one clinical
video-PSG recording for each subject,made according to the AASM recommendations in SleepMedicine
Center Kempenhaeghe. The data analysis protocol for our study (CSG_2019_007_00)was approved by the
medical ethics committee of SleepMedicine Center Kempenhaeghe (11/11/2019).

The study included 96 (60 females)healthy subjects, with an age between 18 and 64 (mean= 36.0, std.
dev.= 13.6). Subjects with the following criteria were considered non-healthy sleepers, and therefore excluded
for participation: (1) any diagnosed sleep disorder, (2) a Pittsburgh SleepQuality Index (Buysse et al 1989)� 6,
or Insomnia Severity Index (Morin et al 2011)> 7, (3) indication of depression or anxiety disordermeasured
with theHospital Anxiety andDepression Scale (Snaith 2003) (score> 8), (4) pregnancy, (5) shift work, (6)use
of anymedication except for birth controlmedicine, and (7) presence of clinically relevant neurological or
psychiatric disorders or other somatic disorders that could influence sleep.

Visual sleep staging on epochs of 30 swas performed according toAASMcriteria (Berry et al 2012) by an
experienced and certified sleep technician. from SleepMedicine Center Kempenhaeghe. In a previous
institutional sleep scoring reliability check, inter-scorer reliability of this technician, compared to other experts
was assessed at 85.6%on average (range 83–88%).

From the full PSG recordings, we selected EEG (F4, C4,O2, F3, C3,O1), chin EMG (Chin2, Chin1), and
EOG (E2, E1) derivations, since these are typically used formanual AASM scoring as well. Since the EEG and
EMGderivations contain redundancy among the left and right hemisphere, the odd and evenmeasurements of
all subjects were added as separate recordings to the final dataset5. For simplicity, the two EOG recordings were
split in a similar fashion, even though these recordings can not be considered fully redundant. As an example;
channel data Î ´ ´X k W l5( )  , where k, e.g. refers to the even recording of one of the subjects, thus contained
the F4, C4,O2, E2, andChin2 derivations.

Following Stephansen et al (2018), all derivationswere filteredwith a zero-phase (i.e. two-directional) 5th
order Butterworth band-pass filter, with cut-off frequencies of 0.2 and 49 Hz. It was followed by another zero-
phase 5th order Butterworth notch filter between 49 and 51 Hz, to better suppress powerline interference. All
channels were originally recordedwith a sampling rate of 512 Hz, but (after filtering) down-sampled to 128 Hz
to reduce computational complexity. Channels were normalizedwithin-patient and per channel, yieldingmean
subtraction, followed by normalization such that amplitudes of 95%of the samples weremapped between−1
and+1.

Finally, the data were randomly split in a training, validation and hold-out test set, comprising respectively
K= 150,K= 20, andK= 22 recordings (each recording being either even or odd). Even and odd recordings
from the same subject were in all cases assigned to the same subset.

Appendix E. Additional plots for unsupervised training

Figure E1 shows the pre-softmax predictions against the post-softmax predictions for both the supervised (a)
and unsupervised (b)model. From the synthetic experiments it was found that, when bothmodels show similar
pre-post softmax scatter plots, scoring ambiguity was present (modelledwith τ> 0 in the synthetic case). Also,
in this situation of present scoring ambiguity, the supervisedmodel showed smooth scatter plots, like the ones
we see infigure E1(a). As such, we conclude that themanual sleep staging process in our PSGdataset (that only
exhibited one scorer)must have exhibited sleep stage scoring ambiguity, i.e. intra-rater disagreement.

5
EEG recordings of the left and right hemispheres are denotedwith odd, respectively, even numbers in the international 10–20 electrode

positioningKryger et al 2011.
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Interestingly, the softmax effect seems different across sleep stages, which can best be seen from the vertical
histograms that show the post-softmax distributions (figure E1(a)). For example, N1 is never predictedwith a
100%probability, and the slope of the scatter plots is clearly steeper forN2 as compared toW,REMandN3
sleep.

Appendix F. Analyses on classification performance

The hypnodensity graphwas originally proposed to be a richer representation than the hypnogram, and this
researchwas concernedwith investigating its interpretation. Nevertheless, a hypnodensity graph can always be
converted again to a hypnogramby selecting the sleep stage with the highest probability for each epoch in the
night. Doing this, the predicted hypnogram can be compared to the annotations bymeans of Cohen’s kappaκ
Cohen (1960). Note that achieving the highest possible classification performance is thus not the goal of this
study. This appendix only serves to provide the readerwith a complete overview of all quantitative results.

Classification performance on the full PSG test set for the supervised, respectively unsupervisedmodel, was
found to beκ= 0.80± 0.05 andκ= 0.76± 0.07 (mean± std. dev. across nights). As alsomentioned in
section 6.2, the average entropy of predictions for all test set epochwas found to beH= 0.29± 0.04 for the
supervised, andH= 0.41± 0.06 for the unsupervisedmodel.We are interested to seewhether a relation exists
between the probability of the highest class, andwhether or not the epochwas classified correctly, compared to
the expert annotation. As such, we analyse the highest class probability of epochs that were classified correctly
versus epoch that got an incorrect sleep stage prediction.

Figure F1(a) shows the boxplots of the highest class probability for correct versus incorrectly classified epoch
for both the supervised (left) and unsupervised (right)model. Indeed, epoch that were classified correctly tended
to have a highermaximumclass probability in the hypnodensity graph.

Wemay be interested in using the entropy of the hypnodensity graph as ameasure for determiningwhether a
sleep stage predictionmay be trusted or not. In this context, wemay define aTrue postive as a decision inwhich
the user trusted themodel’s predicted sleep stagewhile themodel was indeed correct. Similarly, a False positive
can be defined as a situation inwhich themodel’s predictionwas trusted, while it was incorrect.

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for bothmodels is shown in figure F1(b). The area under
the curve (AUC) for the supervised, respectively unsupervisedmodel is AUC= 0.82 andAUC= 0.81. The
hypnodensity graphs of the supervisedmodel thus have slightly better capability to serve as a thrusthworthiness
measure for automated sleep staging or as a decision support system for guidedmanual sleep staging.

In the situation of serving as a decision support system, it is good to realize that the ambiguity that the
hypnodensity graph exhibits,may not in all cases be taken away by the expert, since the hypnodensity actually
reflects ambiguity that is apparently present across (andwithin) experts about the epoch at hand.Only in the case
where an epoch is out-of-distribution, with respect to data seen during training, part of the ambiguity is caused
by uncertainty due to data being out-of-distribution, and can possibly be taken away by keeping an expert in the
loop. The interested reader is referred to (vanGorp et al 2022) for a further discussion on uncertainty in human
versusmodel sleep scorers.

Figure E1. Scatter plots that plot the pre-softmax against the post-softmax predictions for the supervisedmodel (a) and the
unsupervisedmodel (b). Each dot is an epoch from the full test set. Given the smooth shapes for the supervisedmodel, and the very
similar shapes between bothmodels, themanual sleep staging processmust have exhibited sleep stage scoring ambiguity (i.e. τ > 0).
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